FairyTale Legends: Red Riding Hood

NetEnt brings the good old fairy tales back to life! FairyTale Legends: Red Riding Hood™ is full of magic and
fun. Join Red Riding Hood on her journey through the forest and meet the beautiful fairies who’ve got a lot of
nice surprises prepared for you. With the wave of their wands you might end up with one of the spellbinding
Random Features. Find your way to grandma’s house through the deep dark forest and don’t fall into the Big
Bad Wolf’s traps in the Beware the Wolf Bonus Game. Rest assured, your courage will be rewarded in this
Bonus game with a coin prize that could equal up to 200 times the bet!
Game Rules
Fairytale Legends: Red Riding Hood™ is a 5-reel, 3-row video slot with Random Features, Bonus
Features, Sticky Wild Re-Spins and Wild substitutions.
The game is played with 20 bet lines (fixed), 1-10 bet levels and different coin values.
The bet level is set using the LEVEL selector.
The coin value is set using the COIN VALUE selector.
COINS displays the number of coins available to wager.
When playing at the highest bet level, MAX BET plays the game at the maximum bet lines and the
current coin value. When playing at any lower bet level, MAX BET must be clicked twice to play the
round at the selected level.
AUTOPLAY automatically plays the game for the selected number of rounds.
Winning combinations and payouts are made according to the Paytable.
Bet level is the number of coins bet per bet line.
A bet line win in coins is equal to the value shown on the Paytable multiplied by the bet level.
A bet line win in currency is equal to the win in coins multiplied by the coin value.
Only the highest win per bet line is paid.

Bet line wins pay if in succession from the leftmost reel to the rightmost reel.
Wild symbol substitution pays the highest possible winning combination on a bet line according to the
Paytable.
Wild symbols substitute for all symbols except for Bonus symbols.
Simultaneous wins on different bet lines are added.
Random Features and Bonus Features are played at the same bet level and coin value as the round that
activated them.
At the end of Random and Bonus Features, the total win from these features is added to the round that
activated the features.
In the main game and during Random Features, stacks of medium win symbols can appear on any reel.
All five reels contain a number of adjacent positions that, for every new spin, are randomly replaced with
one of the medium win symbols except for the game logo symbol.
The randomly selected symbol appears in stacks at the beginning of each spin.

